This designer's guide describes the Si70xx family of temperature sensor products in a variety of different applications.

The Si7050/1/3/4/5 temperature sensors are supplied in a 3 x 3 mm 6 pin QFN package and support the supply voltage range of 1.9 to 3.6 V. The Si7057/8/9 are supplied in a 6-pin 2 x 2 mm package and support the the supply range of 1.67 to 1.98 V. Refer to the data sheets for detailed pin descriptions, register summaries, and timing details.

Some information in this designers guide is also applicable to the Si70xx temperature and humidity sensors. See "AN607: Si70xx Humidity and Temperature Sensor Designer's Guide" for more information.

The architecture of the Si70xx temperature sensors is shown in the general block diagram below.
1. Introduction

The Si70xx temperature sensors work by measuring the Vbe of an on chip transistor at two currents in a precise ratio to measure temperature. The resulting voltage is digitized, calibrated and linearized such that after conversion the temperature can be easily calculated.

Thus the temperature being measured is the temperature of the die within the Si70xx package. This die is mounted on a metal lead frame. It is useful to think of the leadframe as the thermal input to the die since the thermal resistance from the paddle to die is quite low (a few °C/W) while the thermal resistance through the top of the package is quite high (over 1000 °C/watt for convective heat transfer).

Depending on part number and conversion time, the Si70xx parts will measure the temperature of the sensing transistor in a time window of less than 1 ms up to about 10 ms. As temperature is not a quantity that can easily change quickly, this measurement can be considered to be an instantaneous snap shot of the die temperature that is taken once the I²C command to measure temperature has completed.
2. Thermal Mass and Thermal Resistance

When the IC is soldered down, it becomes thermally connected to the printed circuit board on which it is mounted. The printed circuit board is, in turn, thermally connected to the system it is mounted within. The time constant to respond to changes in ambient air temperature depends on the effective thermal mass the device is connected to as well as the effective thermal resistance. If the entire system (such as a thermostat) can be expected to go up or down in temperature along with the ambient it is measuring, then separating the sensor from the system is not necessary, but response time will generally be slow. A general model for this is shown in the following figure.

![Figure 2.1. General Thermal Model for Sensor Placement](image)

If the system has a large thermal mass (C1), or other internal heat sources, the thermal resistance from the sensor to the system (R2) should be much larger than the thermal resistance of the sensor to ambient (R1). For rapid response, the thermal mass connected to the sensor (C2) should be minimized. A practical example of this along with some specific numbers is discussed in “Thermal Model for a Sensor on a Paddle”.

---
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3. Thermal Model for a Sensor on a Paddle

To illustrate some considerations for separating the sensor from the system, consider the following practical example of the sensor on a 3 cm x 3 cm PCB connected by a 1 cm wide piece of PCB material 3 cm long:

![Figure 3.1. Sensor on a 3x3 cm PCB](image)

A thermal model for the above-depicted scenario is shown in Figure 2.1 General Thermal Model for Sensor Placement on page 2.

The thermal impedance to air for a standard FR4 PCB is about 1000 °C/W per cm² of PCB area. With two sides exposed to the ambient, a total of 18 cm² is connected to the ambient. This makes R1 55.5 °C/W. The mass of 9 cm² of PCB material is about 2.5 g (the specific gravity of FR4 is 1850 kg/m³ and assuming 1.5 mm thickness) and the specific heat capacity of PCB material is 0.6 J/(g-C), so the heat capacity is 1.5 J/C. The time constant:

\[
\tau = R_1 \times C_2 = 55.5 \left( \frac{C}{W} \right) \times 1.5 \left( \frac{J}{C} \right) = 83 \text{ seconds}
\]

This time constant is independent of the PCB area—more area means lower thermal impedance but higher thermal mass. To improve the time constant beyond this, thinner PCB material would have to be used, or there would need to be fins or airflow to reduce the thermal impedance. Turning our attention to R2 the thermal conductivity of FR4 material in plane is around 1 Watt/meter-°C. So, for the example of the connection of the sensor area to the rest of the system by 1 cm wide, 3 cm long, 1.5 mm thick FR4:

\[
\text{conductance} = \text{thermal conductivity} \times \left( \frac{\text{area}}{\text{length}} \right) = 1 \left( \frac{\text{Watt}}{\text{meter}^2 \cdot ^\circ C} \right) \times 10^{-2} \left( \frac{\text{meter}}{\text{cm}} \right) \times 1 \text{ cm} \times \frac{0.15 \text{ cm}}{3 \text{ cm}} = 0.05 \times 10^{-2} \left( \frac{\text{W}}{^\circ C} \right)
\]

The thermal impedance (1/conductance) is 2000 °C/W (this is R2). This is assuming minimal copper routing on the connector material. With this design since R2 is 36 times R1, so the system heating will have a fairly minor effect. For example if the system heating is 10 °C the sensor temperature would only increase 0.3 °C. If more thermal connection is tolerable the connector area could be made shorter or wider or the PCB area the sensor is connector to could be made smaller. This example was intended to illustrate the thermal design considerations for good response to ambient conditions and insulation from the system. In some cases, it is not possible to place the sensor in sufficient thermal contact with the environment to shield it from the thermal mass and heat sources in the system. In this case, it is often possible to compensate for the system by placing an additional temperature sensor in the system. However, in all cases, the thermal contact of the sensor to the environment should be maximized, and the thermal contact of the sensor to the rest of the system should be minimized.
4. Compensating for Heating and Thermal Response Time for Ambient Measurements

Case 1: Estimating System Temperature Heating

In some cases, it is not possible to mount the temperature sensor so that it is completely away from heat sources and placed so that it will respond to temperature changes as rapidly as possible.

The simplest compensation for heating is to characterize the temperature rise of a system and subtract that rise to get the ambient temperature. In some cases this might not work well because the system heats gradually when powered and may have several states which produce different amounts of heating.

If the system can be characterized by a simple time constant such that:

$$\Delta T = \Delta T_0 + (T_1 - \Delta T_0) \times \left(1 - e^{-\frac{t-t_0}{\tau}}\right)$$

Where $\Delta T_0$ is the delta T at the last state change, and time is calculated as time elapsed since the state change. Where $\Delta T_0$ at power application and $T_1$ is the rise associated with the current state.

System Temperature can be approximated as:

$$T_{system} = T_{ambient} + \Delta T$$

Case 2: Estimating Ambient Temperature when System Temperature is Known

If $R_2$ is not small such that the sensor can be at some temperature between the system and ambient then.

$$\frac{T_{system} - T_{sensor}}{R_2} + \frac{T_{ambient} - T_{sensor}}{R_1} = C_2 \times \frac{d(T_{sensor})}{dt}$$

Rewriting and solving for ambient temperature:

$$T_{ambient} = T_{sensor} + \frac{R_1}{R_2} \times (T_{sensor} - T_{system}) + R_1 \times C_2 \times \frac{d(T_{sensor})}{dt}$$

So, if $T_{system}$ is known from a separate temperature sensor or can be approximated based on how long the system has been powered in a given state, and the other thermal parameters $R_1$, $R_2$ and $C_2$ can be determined from calculation or curve fitting, then, it is possible to project the ambient temperature as above.

An issue with the above approach is taking the derivative of $T_{sensor}$. If measurements are closely spaced (say one second apart) then changes in sensor temperature will be small and the derivative term is noisy. This can be addressed by making the time between measurements longer, but in this case fluctuations that occur in the longer times are missed. A better approach is to approximate the derivative by a least mean squares fit to a line.

The general equation for the slope with $N$ points is:

$$m = \frac{N \times \sum(x \times y) - \sum x \sum y}{N \times \sum x^2 - (\sum x)^2}$$

This can be simplified by considering the $N$ time points ($x$) to be equally spaced and numbered from $-(N-1)/2$ to $(N-1)/2$ for example for 15 points numbered from -7 to +7 including zero as a point. In this case the sum of $x$ is zero and:

$$m = \frac{\sum(x \times y)}{\sum x^2}$$

If a fixed number of points is used the sum of $x^2$ is constant and if the factors $R_1$ and $C_2$ are determined by curve fitting the sum of $x^2$ can even be lumped in to that curve fitting constant.
5. Core Body Temperature Measurement

The high accuracy of the Si70xx temperature sensors and in particular the Si7051 (which is ±0.1 °C in the human body temperature range) make these parts natural for skin temperature measurement.

Skin temperature may be of interest by itself but normally what is of more interest is "core temperature" which is most accurately measured by insertion of a probe into a body cavity (oral or rectal). At other places on the body, the skin temperature will be between the core temperature and ambient temperature.

![Deviation of Skin Temperature from Core Temperature as a Function of Ambient Temperature for a Nude Person](image)

**Figure 5.1. Deviation of Skin Temperature from Core Temperature as a Function of Ambient Temperature for a Nude Person**

So, for the case of projecting core temperature from skin temperature, the location of the temperature measurement device must be considered. As a simple approximation a nominal ambient temperature (e.g., 23 °C) can be used and the correction can be derived from the above chart.

If the actual ambient temperature is known, this can be factored in.

Another option is to use a temperature sensor well coupled to the skin and a second temperature sensor coupled to the ambient as well as possible. The core temperature can then be estimated from the skin temperature and the gradient from skin temperature to ambient temperature. Rewriting the equations from the above graph:

\[ T_{core} = T_{skin} + \alpha \times (T_{skin} - T_{ambient}) \]

Where:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rectal</td>
<td>0.0699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>0.3094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso</td>
<td>0.5067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>0.7665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>2.1807</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is desirable to place the skin side temperature sensor in good contact with the skin and in a location where the correction for core temperature is not large. The thermal impedance for skin contact is about 1 °C/W-cm\(^2\) which is very low compared to convection away from a PCB of about 1000 °C/W-cm\(^2\), so it is generally not difficult to sense skin temperature quickly and accurately.

In a wearable device, accurate projection of Tambient is very difficult unless it is possible to access data from a remote sensor. But, if the skin sensor is placed well such that the ambient correction is small this is not critical. PCB material has fairly low thermal conductivity (0.1 Watt/cm-°C) and the thermal impedance from PCB to air by convection is quite large (1000°C/W-cm\(^2\)) of surface area so it is important that the ambient side sensor is insulated from the skin side sensor by more than just PCB material. Even the use of cotton or fiberglass insulation is difficult.

Consider the following model:

\[
T_{core} = T_{skin} + \alpha \times (T_{skin} - T_{ambient})
\]

The thermal conductivity of cotton or fiberglass is in the range of 0.003 to 0.005 Watt/cm-°C. This means that, even for a 1 cm thick insulating layer, the thermal impedance from the skin-side PCB to the ambient side PCB is 200–300 °C/W per cm\(^2\) of area while convective thermal impedance from the ambient side PCB to the ambient is about 1000 °C/W per cm\(^2\) of area, and the ambient side PCB is not sufficiently well insulated from the skin-side PCB.

It is impractical to further increase the insulation for this kind of arrangement. A better solution is to sense the ambient temperature with a leaded thermistor. In the diagram below, the concept is to embed the ambient sensing thermistor in an aluminum bezel so as to minimize thermal contact to the skin side PCB and maximize thermal contact to the ambient.

Now, the sensors will probably not sense skin temperature and ambient temperature exactly and typical use cases might be different than the above model (i.e., wearing of clothes, exercise, placement of sensor on the body, circulation, etc.) However, with all of these variations, the form of the following equation will still be correct, and the parameter, \(\alpha\), must be empirically deduced.

If the sensor can be worn in a way that it senses core temperature fairly well (for example on the forehead or under the arm), then the parameter alpha will be small and can be estimated by testing a number of subjects and averaging.

For an ambient temperature sensor that is well coupled to the ambient, the ambient side sensor will react more quickly to the ambient than the skin and there can be some "overshoot" of the projected core temperature. In general, this effect will not be large enough to make a compensation worthwhile especially if the skin side sensor is placed in close proximity to the core temperature.
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